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The binding number of a graph G=(V,E) is min(lN(A)1/1Al: 0fA L V, N(A)# V), where 
N(A) is the set of neighbours of A. This invariant is shown to be computable in polynomial time. 
Woodall [lo], following an idea of Anderson [l], defined the binding number of 
agraphG=(V,E)tobemin(lN(A)l/IAI:O#A~V,N(A)#V).HereN(A)denotes 
the neighbour set of A, that is, N(A) = {u E V: uu E E for some u E A}. There are 
a number of results showing that various properties of G are consequences of 
assumptions on the size of b(G). For example, Anderson showed that if ( V ( is even 
and b(G) z+, then G has a perfect matching. Woodall showed that if 11/l 2 3 and 
b(G) rt, then G has a Hamiltonian circuit. There are also results that allow the 
calculation of the binding number for certain classes of graphs; see [8], for example. 
In this note we show that b(G) can be computed in polynomial time. 
The approach to computing b(G) is based on a fairly standard idea (see [6, 
Appendix 51, for example) for ratio minimization, Namely, we consider the problem 
of minimizing the difference IN(A)I -A JA / , for A 2 0 a fixed number. Where d(G, A) 
denotes min(lN(A)I -AIA I : A c V, N(A)# V), it is easy to see that 
b(G)z,l if and only if d(G,A)?O. (I) 
We show that d(G, ,I) can be computed by a network flow method. For each u E V, 
letu1,u2becopiesofu,andforA~Vandi=lor2,letA’denote{ui:u~A}.We 
construct a bipartite graph G’ from G as follows. The vertex set of G’ is V’ U V2 
and the edge set of G’ is {u’ u2: uu E E > . Notice that the neighbourhood function 
N’ of G’ satisfies N’(A’) = (N(A))2 for any A L V. 
Now form a flow network from G’ by assigning each edge of G’ capacity 03, ad- 
ding a source s adjacent to each vertex in V’ by an edge of capacity A, and adding 
a sink t adjacent to all vertices in V2 by an edge of capacity 1. A cut having finite 
capacity in this network will be induced by a set of the form A’ U B2 U {s), where 
A,B~V,andB>N(A).Itscapacitywillbe~/V\A~+lBj=)\)V)+~B~-IIA/.For 
a minimum capacity cut we may assume that B =N(A), so IN( - A IA I will be 
minimized. 
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So, without the condition N(A) # V, the difference minimization can be done with 
a single minimum cut calculation, but that condition makes the problem more dif- 
ficult. For u E V, solving the minimum cut problem obtained by replacing the 
capacity of the edge u2t by 03, we compute min( IN(A) I- A IA 1: A L V, N(A) c V \ 
{v}). By doing th is f or each u E V and choosing the smallest of these minima, we 
compute d(G,J_) with 1 V/I minimum cut calculations. So d(G,A) can be computed 
in time O(l V14) or O(l V12JE llog I VI). (See Tarjan [9] for a reference to the com- 
plexity of minimum cut algorithms.) 
One way to use a subroutine for computing d(G,i) in an algorithm for b(G), is 
to perform binary search based on (1). Since b(G) is a rational number whose 
numerator and denominator are bounded by I Vi, a (rational) binary search will 
require O(log I VI) calls to the subroutine. This gives 0( I VI4 log I VI) and 
O(l V I2 I,!? Ilog I V 1) algorithms to compute b(G). 
A second approach is to use “monotone search”. Begin with some L 2 b(G); for 
example, A could be the minimum degree of vertices of G. Compute d(G,A). If 
d(G, A) 2 0, then by (l), b(G) = 1. Otherwise, suppose A’ c V provides the (negative) 
minimum. Replace 1 by IN(A’)I/IA’I , and repeat. An elementary result on ratio 
minimization implies that /A’/ decreases with each repetition (see [4] for a proof). 
SO this approach requires solving 0( I V 1 2, minimum cut problems. However, for u 
fixed in the problem min( IN(A) I - A IA / : A c V, N(A) c I/ \ {o}), the flow problems 
for the successive values of il satisfy the conditions required in the parametric flow 
algorithm of Gallo, Grigoriadis, and Tarjan [5]. Their results allow the solution of 
all of these flow problems in the same time (asymptotically) as a single maximum 
flow problem. Thus, for example, b(G) can be computed in time O(l V14). 
(Gusfield [7] has used parametric flow results in the same way in the solution of a 
different ratio minimization problem.) There is a drawback to this improvement, 
however. Since the next value of i is not available until all of the 1 I/ 1 flow problems 
for the previous value of A have been solved, the I V I parametric flow problems must 
be solved in parallel, so that the memory requirements are increased by a factor of 
lvi. 
We point out one situation in which b(G) can be computed faster. Namely, if 
b(G)< 1, then this can be recognized with one minimum cut calculation, and b(G) 
can be determined with O(log I VI) such calculations. The reason is that if A 5 1, the 
restriction that N(A) # V can be dropped from the definition of d(G,A) without 
changing its value. 
Another graph invariant, at least superficially similar to the binding number, is 
the toughness t(G), defined by Chvatal [3] to be min( IA / /(K(G -A)): A C_ V), where 
K denotes number of components. It is easy to see that b(G) 5 t(G) + 1. In addition, 
it is conjectured that t(G) 2 2 implies that G is Hamiltonian. However, it has recent- 
ly been proved that the problem of computing t(G) is NP-hard; see Bauer, Hakimi 
and Schmeichel [2]. 
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